







































































































What are the elements of a successful proof

What are the elements of a successful presentation
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Math 261, Spring 2021, Kutler

Introduction to proofs

Definitions

In order to precisely state and prove theorems, we first must agree on clear definitions of the mathe-

matical objects and concepts involved.

Here are two definitions of the concept of evenness:

Definition 1: An integer n is even if it is in the set {. . . ,�6,�4,�2, 0, 2, 4, 6, . . .}.

Definition 2: An integer n is even if there is another integer k such that n = 2k.

Which of these definitions do you prefer? Why?

Definition 2 might be rephrased as: “a number is even if it is divisible by 2.” Let’s make this more

precise.

Definition 3: Let n and d be two integers. We say that d divides n, or equivalently that n is divisible
by d if there is another integer k such that n = dk. In this case, we write d |n.

Mathematicians often use examples to illustrate a definition.

Example 1: The number 3 divides 12 because 12 = 3 · 4. This also shows that 4 | 12. We can see that

2 | 12 and 6 | 12 from the expression 12 = 2 · 6. Finally, 1 | 12 and 12 | 12 because 12 = 1 · 12.

We can therefore conclude that

1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 12

is a complete list of positive integers which divide 12.

Example 2: If n is any integer, then 1 |n and n |n. (Why?)

Definition 4: Let p > 1 be an integer. We say that p is prime if 1 and p are the only positive integers

which divide p.
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Deff more precise gives a recipe

Deff more concrete gives examples
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What is a proof?

Mathematical knowledge is typically collected in a series of statements, called theorems (and also

propositions, lemmas, claims, etc.). A theorem is a true statement which follows logically from

definitions and other theorems. The reasoning which demonstrates the truth of a theorem is called a

proof.

While theorems can be quite complicated, every theorem has the following basic structure:

If P , then Q.

Here, P stands in for a set of hypotheses, or assumptions, and Q stands in for a set of conclusions.
The theorem states that whenever the hypotheses P are satisfied, then the conclusion(s) Q must be

true. Your job, as a mathematician, is to provide a proof explaining why this is so!

Identify the hypotheses and conclusion in the following theorem statement.

Theorem 1: If n and m are even numbers, then n+m is also an even number.

Now, let’s write a proof.

Proof:

The proof we just wrote is an example of a direct proof, where we begin with the assumptions and

work towards the conclusion. Direct proof is the most straightforward proof technique, but we will

encounter others.

hypotheses conclusion

since n is een we can
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Therefore
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This shows that 21 ntm that is ntm is even



Direct proof

Let’s practice writing some direct proofs. In each theorem statement, identify the hypotheses and

conclusion.

We first introduce one more definition.

Definition 5: An integer n is odd if it is not even.

Theorem 2: If n is even and m is odd, then nm is even.

Proof:

Theorem 3: Let n be an integer. If 6 |n, then 3 |n.

Proof:

Room

Room



Proof by contrapositive

Suppose we wish to prove a theorem of the form “If P , then Q.” We wish to show that whenever P is

true, then Q must also be true. Notice that this is the same as saying that whenever Q is false, then P
must also have been false.

In other words, the statement

P =) Q

is logically equivalent to the statement

(not Q) =) (not P ).

(Here, the symbol “=)” is shorthand for “implies.”)

Let’s see this in action:

Theorem 4: Let n > 2 be an integer. If n is prime, then n must be odd.

State the contrapositive of Theorem 4. Then, give a direct proof of this contrapositive statement.

Contrapositive:

Proof:

Do the same for the next theorem:

Theorem 5: Let n be an integer. If n2
is odd, then n is odd.

Contrapositive:

Proof:

the contrapositive

hypT conc

If n is een then n is not prime

Suppose n is een Then n 2 k for some number k

Since n 2 we must have k 1 Therefore n is divisible

by 2 and 2 11 and Ztn That is n is not prime
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